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Lesson 4 – Sending and Receiving Broadcasts 
 

Broadcasts will allow us to tell sprites to start or stop running when 
needed and to change backgrounds for new scenes.  

 
Code block types being used for story: 

 Contains code blocks to move sprites around the screen. 
 Contains code blocks to start scripts and respond to events 
 Contains code blocks to animate sprites and make them talk 
 Contains code blocks to detect events or other situations 

 
Today we will be having a sprite walk through a simple Zoo by learning new 

 and  code blocks. 
 

11..  Open up a new Scratch program and keep the cat. 

22..  Click on  select the  tab. 

33..  Copy the blank background. 

44..  Edit background1. Draw a simple path scene from left to right, on the right 
hand side of the screen draw the “Zoo Entrance” 

55..  Edit background2. Draw a scene with a monkey exhibit. 

66..  Select the  tab of the Stage  

77..  From  drag  into the script box 

88..  From  attach .   
 
We want the background scene to change when the background receives a 
broadcast signal. 
 

99..  In  go to  and click on the little black 
arrow to create a new broadcast message.  Type “Zoo” and click OK. 

1100..  From  drag  into the script box.  You’ll 
have to click on the black arrow to create the new “Zoo” broadcast. 

1111..   From  attach  to the 

 script. 
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1122..  Click on  to create a new sprite and create a sign that says ZOO 
pointing right. 

1133..  Click on  to create a new sprite and create a sign that says Tigers 
pointing right. 

1144..   
1155..  Select the  for the ZOO sign sprite. 

1166..  From  drag  into the script box.   

1177..  From  attach  and make sure that the zoo sign 
appears on the right hand side of the screen near the pathway. 

1188..  From  attach  

1199..  From  attach  to the bottom of the script 

2200..  From  insert  into the  block.  

2211..  In the  block, select the cat (sprite1). 

2222..   From  attach  to the bottom of the script 

2233..  From  attach  
 

The code for the Zoo Sign should now look like this 

 
 

2244..  Select the  for the TIGERS sign sprite. 

2255..  From  drag  into the script box.   

2266..  From  attach  and make sure that the zoo sign 
appears on the right hand side of the screen near the pathway. 

2277..  From  attach  
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2288..  From  drag  into the script box.   

2299..  Attach   
 

The above wait until is important because it prevents the cat sprite from 
accidentally touching the tigers sign before he resets to the left hand side of the 
screen. 

3300..  From  attach  

3311..  From  attach  to the bottom of the script 

3322..  From  insert  into the  block.  

3333..  In the  block, select the cat (sprite1). 
 

The code for the Tigers Sign should now look like this 

 
 

 

3344..  Select the  tab of the cat sprite (sprite1)  
 
Now let’s code the sprite of the cat with the following:  
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The cat is able to walk into the Zoo to see the monkeys.  The tiger exhibit needs 
to be designed.  Broadcasts can get more complicated depending on the number 
of sprites in a scene. 
 
Task 4 – Complete the Tiger area so that when the cat touches the sign the tiger 
exhibit shows up and the cat resets the left side of the screen.  Add one more 
animal exhibit. 
 
Enhancement 4 – Place a hidden sprite in the program that can teleport you to a 
secret area.  


